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LOGLINE 

 

A triangular tale of insidious chauvinism, The Price of Desire explores how the 

remarkable Irish designer and architect, Eileen Gray’s relationships with Le Corbusier 

and his promoter Jean Badovici cost her the right to be credited for one of the most 

influential pieces of 20th century modern architecture. 

 

SYNOPSIS 

 

The Price Of Desire is the controversial story of how the bisexual Irish artist’s 

Eileen Gray’s influential contribution to 20th century architecture and design was almost 

wiped from history by the egotistical ‘Father of Modernism’, Le Corbusier. The film 

unfolds how her relationship with philanderer Jean Badovici, editor of influential 

L’Architecture Vivante, and the man who made Le Corbusier famous, further fuelled the 

rift between the two architects, and consigned her legacy to a century of neglect and long-

overdue recognition. 

Set substantially on the Côte d’Azur in and around her most abiding work, the 

villa e1027, The Price of Desire explores the events surrounding Le Corbusier’s eventual 

erasure of both Gray’s physical ownership of the property as well as her intellectual 

property right to be recognised as the architect of her work.  



 

A triangular tale of insidious chauvinism, The Price of Desire resonates as a 

universal female experience while cinematically evoking the essential aesthetic of Eileen 

Gray.  

ABOUT EILEEN GRAY 

 

‘This is the price of desire’ explained Cheska Vallois, the woman who bid $28 

million for Eileen Gray’s ‘Dragon Chair’ at the Collection Yves Saint Laurent et Pierre 

Bergé sale in February 2008. ‘Who is Eileen Gray?’ the world’s assembled press 

wondered as the record-breaking bid made headlines the world over in the wake of the 

auction. The highest price ever paid for a piece of 20th century furniture. 

A bisexual artist of aristocratic Anglo-Irish origin, Eileen Gray emerged in Paris 

first as a successful and forward thinking furniture designer for the beau-monde, and later 

as a self-taught architect influenced by the modernist movement, whose tenets she 

reinterpreted and invested with emotional and humanistic individuality in her most 

renowned house, the villa e1027 – built in 1926 on the Côte d’Azur. 

Variously attributed to Jean Badovici and Le Corbusier, the house is now 

universally and rightfully recognised as Eileen Gray’s independent and innovative work. 

Le Corbusier’s effective denial of her influence on modern architecture and design, and 

the life-long inspiration this most abiding piece of architecture afforded his personal and 

professional life over a period of almost forty years, is the essence of the story of The 

Price of Desire. 

 

ABOUT VILLA e1027 

 

Eileen Gray designed and built this first-ever modernist house in Roquebrune-

Cap-Martin, France in 1926 for her lover, the architectural journalist Jean Badovici. Le 

Corbusier, the architect he promoted, so effaced and defaced Gray’s moral right to be 

recognised as the author of her work that her legacy as one of the most influential 

inspirations of a century of modern architecture and design was consigned to oblivion for 

almost a century. 

After the Second World War, Jean Badovici made some feeble efforts to request 

that Le Corbusier remove the vandalistic murals he had painted on its plain white walls, 

and even promised Eileen Gray that he would put the house back into her name. Le 

Corbusier was having none of it however, and sadly Jean Badovici died intestate, leaving 

the fate the ownership of the house to the whims of Le Corbusier, who in turn drowned 



 

on his daily swim in the Mediterranean below it. Eileen Gray survived them all and was 

finally made a fellow of the Royal Institute of Architects of Ireland in recognition of this 

work in 1995.  

 

DIRECTOR’S STATEMENT 

By Mary McGuckian 

 

A prestigiously ambitious art film telling the controversial story of how Le 

Corbusier effectively effaced the phenomenally influential and inspirational contribution 

of the elegant and elusive Eileen Gray to 20th century modern architecture and design, 

The Price Of Desire is a bi-lingual, language-authentic film in English and French. 

Intentionally essential (minimalist), and impressionistic (poetic), the script 

references modernist Irish literature in a style that evokes rather than describes the 

director’s sense of the essence of Eileen Gray, so that the cast can collaborate on the 

creation of character using the director’s signature improvisation workshop technique. 

This approach also allows creative heads of department to collaborate on the film’s 

aesthetic authentically in direct emotional response to the tone and mood of the writing. 

The film intends to reinstate Gray’s legacy as one of the most important 

innovators of contemporary design and architecture, and to do for Eileen Gray what 

Salma Hayek’s 2002 film Frida did for Frida Kahlo, focusing on: 
 

– who she was (revising a century of misconceived myth) 

– what she did (for modern architecture and design that remains misattributed) 

– why she is relevant (in the wake of 21st century austerity measures a 

redefinition of her modernist minimalist aesthetic seems timely) 

– and thus confirm the relevance of the ingenious yet simple, elegant, un-showy, 

functional, ecologically respectful and timeless modern and minimalist work 

of Eileen Gray in a world reeling from a recession caused by the excesses of 

vulgar consumption 
 

The aim is that she can once again inspire a contemporary architectural and design spirit 

and aesthetic in response to the recently reassessed needs of the 21st century. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

ABOUT THE CAST 

 

ORLA BRADY (Eileen Gray) left Ireland at 25 to study acting and mime in 

Paris, where she perfected her French and embraced Gallic culture. Beginning her career 

in theatre, she has since worked regularly and prominently in television and film on both 

sides of the Atlantic.  

Familiar to American audiences for her work on Family Law (2001-2) & Fringe 

(2010-12), she is equally recognisable to Anglo/Irish audiences for series regular roles in 

Mistresses (2009-10), Proof (2004-5), Servants (2003) & Sinbad (2012). On film, she is 

best known for A Love Divided (1999) and The Luzhin Defence (2000). She is currently 

appearing as Lydia in the AMC martial arts drama series Into the Badlands (2015-

present). 

Brady has been nominated for six Irish Film & Television Academy awards in the 

Best Actress or Best Supporting Actress categories, including for Sinbad, Mistresses, 

Proof, and Servants, and most recently for her turn as Eileen Gray in The Price of Desire. 

In 1999, she won Best Actress at the Monte-Carlo Film & Television Festival for her 

work in A Love Divided.  

The 34th actor auditioned for the role of Eileen Gray, Brady was director 

McGuckian’s preferred choice from the beginning of the casting process. 

 

VINCENT PÉREZ (Le Corbusier) is a Swiss-born actor, writer and director 

with a lengthy and glittering list of important French and foreign language credits to his 

name, including leading roles in such internationally successful films as Indochine 

(1992), with Catherine Deneuve, Cyrano de Bergerac (1990) with Gerard Depardieu and 

Queen of the Damned (2002), with Aaliyah. His first starring role in an American 

production was in the 1996 sequel, The Crow: City of Angels. 

European and art-house audiences will be familiar with Pérez from dozens of 

notable performances in scores of distinguished films, among them such favorites as A 

Butterfly Kiss (2012), Fanfan la Tulipe (2003), Ceux Qui M'aime Prendront Le Train 

(1998), Le Bossu (1997), and La Reine Margot (1994). On television, Pérez has appeared 

in TV movies and series, including Frankenstein (2004), Le Juge (2005), Jean Poisson: 

Marquise de Pompadour (2006), Law & Order: Paris (2007-8), Lo Scandalo Della 

Banco Romana (2010) and Trahie (2010). As an actor, Pérez has been nominated for 

César Awards in the Best Supporting Actor category for Le Bossu (1998) and Ceux Qui 



 

M’aime Prendront le Train, (1999) and Most Promising Actor category for his 

breakthrough role in Cyrano de Bergerac (1990). 

Named by People Magazine as one of The 50 Most Beautiful People in the World 

in 1995, Pérez is as comfortable behind the camera as in front.  He is the writer and 

director of two Palme d’Or-nominated short films.  In 2002, his film Peau D’Ange was 

nominated for the Grand Prix des Ameriques at the Montreal World Film Festival. His 

latest directorial effort, Alone In Berlin (2016), starring Emma Thompson, Brendan 

Gleason, and Daniel Brühl, competed for the Golden Bear at the 66th Berlin International 

Film Festival.  

 

FRANCESCO SCIANNA (Jean Badovici), is perhaps best known for his 

starring role in the successful international production Baaria (2009), which was selected 

as the Italian entry for the 2010 Academy Award® for Best Foreign Language Film, and 

was also nominated for a Golden Globe® that same year.  His other acclaimed screen 

work includes Come Il Vento (2013), Itaker - Ietato Agli Italiani (2012), The 

Entrepreneur (2011) and Angel of Evil (2010). On television, Scianna has appeared in La 

Luna e Il Lago (2006), Il Capo dei Capi, (2007) and Le Cose Che Restano (2010). 

A graduate of the National Academy of Dramatic Arts in Rome, Scianna gained a 

2013 Best Actor nomination from the Italian National Syndicate of Film Journalists for 

his work in Itaker - Vietato Agli Italiani. 

   

ALANIS MORISSETTE (Marisa Damia), the internationally renowned multi-

platinum selling singer-songwriter, began her performing career as an actor on the 

venerable Canadian sketch comedy series, You Can’t Do That On Television (1986-7).  

Since her breakthrough as a global alternative music star, she has returned regularly – and 

always in interesting roles – to her early love. 

After starring as God in the indie comedy Dogma (1999), Morissette appeared on 

such important American TV series as Sex and the City (2000), Curb Your Enthusiasm 

(2002), Nip/Tuck (2006), Weeds (for two seasons in 2009-10) and most recently, Up All 

Night (2012).  Additionally, she has performed on the legitimate stage in such work The 

Vagina Monologues (1999), The Exonerated (2004) and An Oak Tree (2012). 

Alanis was nominated for the 2006 Best Original Song at the Golden Globe® 

Awards for The Chronicles of Narnia: The Lion, The Witch and the Wardrobe. She 

received her first Golden Globe® Best Original Song nomination in 1999 for City of 

Angels. She is the owner of 7 Grammy® Awards, 12 Canadian Juno Awards and the 



 

recipient of 12 Grammy® nominations. Alanis has been the Guardian Weekend’s advice 

columnist since January 2016. 

 

ABOUT THE FILMMAKERS 

 

MARY McGUCKIAN (Writer/Director/Producer) celebrates twenty years as a 

filmmaker with her eleventh independent auteur film The Price of Desire. 

Known for her collaborative approach when working with actors, past pictures 

include Man On The Train with Donald Sutherland and Larry Mullen Jr. (2011); The 

Amorality Trilogy Plus One (2006-2010), four films featuring an international ensemble 

cast which includes Lothaire Bluteau, Donna D’Errico, Colm Feore, Rupert Graves, Ian 

Hart, Jennifer Jason Leigh, Jordi Molla, Andie MacDowell, Bill Patterson, Amanda 

Plummer, Jennifer Tilly, John Sessions, and Sarah Stockbridge; and The Bridge of San 

Luis Rey (2005) with Kathy Bates, Gabriel Byrne, Robert DeNiro, Harvey Keitel, The 

Polish Brothers, and F. Murray Abraham. 

Mary’s films have been presented at festivals worldwide both in and out of 

competition on many occasions including Tribeca and Sundance in the US, Locarno and 

Venice in Europe, and Edinburgh, London and Galway in her home countries. In 2011, 

her only comedy garnered a Best Narrative Feature winner at the Ojai Film Festival (The 

Making of Plus One). 

In 2009, she was the recipient of an Achievement Award from the Women's 

International Film and Television Awards. In 2007, she also won Best Feature Film at the 

San Diego Film Festival for Intervention, but takes most pride in the numerous accolades 

picked up by the actors who have collaborated with her. 

The #EileenGrayProject has been a full time feature film research, development, 

restoration and production undertaking for the last four years, culminating in the creation 

of an entire project consisting of eight distinct elements including the dramatic feature 

film, The Price of Desire. As Mary herself says, “It’s more than a movie…more of a 

movement!”. 

 

STEFAN VON BJORN (Director of Photography) is the man with the camera, 

a veteran cinematographer, camera operator and director of photography working across 

the spectrum of series TV, big-budget features, documentary films and independent 

productions, depending on the day and the project. Working constantly in various 

capacities since the 1990s, his DP work begins in 1998 with Second Chances and 



 

includes MTV’s series, Now What (2001), the documentary Sexual Intelligence (2005), 

Man on the Train (2011), when he first worked with director McGuckian, and the hit US 

TV series Justified (2014). Von Bjorn has won numerous awards from his peers in 

recognition of his excellence both in operating a camera and the art of cinematography. 

 

EMMANUELLE PUCCI (Production Designer), or Emma, as she is known in 

the industry, is an art director and production designer, with a varied and extensive body 

of work, including The Model (2016), The Smurfs 2 (2013), Day of the Falcon (2011), 

Valley of Flowers (2006), Two Brothers (2004) & Samsara (2001). 

As a bi-lingual trained architect-turned-production designer, Emma’s phenomenal 

research and attention to detail ensured that not only can experts from The National 

Museum of Ireland and The Pompidou not find a single fault with the design referencing 

throughout the entire film, but the picture also contributed meaningfully to the 

completion of the restoration project at Eileen Gray’s villa e1027. 

 

PETER O’BRIEN (Costume Designer) is an Irish-born clothing designer and 

design consultant who began his career at the House of Dior, before advancing through 

the ranks as an assistant designer at Givenchy, then a designer at Chloé (under Karl 

Lagerfeld), before his appointment as creative director at Rochas, where he remained for 

12 years. Since, 2001, Peter has designed and consulted on design under his own name 

and for well-known Irish brands Arnotts and A-wear.  Peter has made a second career out 

of designing for the theatre, including The Gate Theatre and The Abbey Theatre in 

Dublin, for which he has received audience acclaim and critical plaudits.  He was the 

2013 Best Costume Design winner at The Irish Times Theatre Awards (for Talk of the 

Town & A Woman of No Importance) as well as the 2012 Best Costume Design winner 

from that same organization for his costumes for Pygmalion. The Price of Desire marks 

his first design credit for a feature film. 

 

JULIAN LENNON (Stills Photographer) is primarily known as a singer-

songwriter, musician, producer, and philanthropist, but has lately reinvented himself as a 

fine art photographer. His work has been exhibited in galleries worldwide including the 

Little Black Gallery, London and the Morrison Hotel Gallery, New York. Drawing on his 

unique life experience, Lennon demonstrates a keen eye for composition and gift for 

capturing the intimate moment and the revealing detail. 

 



 

BRIAN BYRNE (Composer) is a graduate of the Royal Scottish Academy of 

Music and Drama, who has piled awards on top of honours on top of scholarships during 

a young, but already illustrious career. Moving to Los Angeles from his native Ireland in 

2003, Brian has consistently worked as a composer, conductor, songwriter, arranger and 

pianist, in the US as well as in Europe. He has won two World Soundtrack Awards, for 

both his original song and score to the movie Albert Nobbs (2012). He was later 

nominated for a Golden Globe® for the same song. He also received the Irish Film & 

Television Best Score Award for his work on Albert Nobbs. 

Brian has collaborated with many of the world’s most well-known performing 

artists, including Katy Perry, Bono, Barbra Streisand, Lisa Stansfield, Van Morrison, 

Alanis Morissette, Sinead O’Connor, Alan Bergman, Luis Miguel, Vince Gill and Gladys 

Knight. Film work for which he is admired and sought after includes The Good Doctor 

(2011), Sex and the City 2 (2010), Zonad (2010), In America (2001) & Disco Pigs 

(2001). A musical director of the BBC Beautiful Night concert, Brian has conducted the 

Royal Philharmonic Orchestra at Carnegie Hall and in 2011 was commissioned by RTÉ 

National Symphony Orchestra to write a fanfare for Queen Elizabeth II. He is currently 

composing the score to Jim Sheridan’s forthcoming film The Secret Scripture (2016), 

starring Rooney Mara, Eric Bana, and Vanessa Redgrave. 
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LOGLINE 

 

Gray Matters explores the long, fascinating life and complicated career of architect and 

designer Eileen Gray, whose uncompromising vision defined and defied the practice of 

modernism in decoration, design and architecture.  

 

 SYNOPSIS 

 
Gray Matters explores the long, fascinating life and complicated career of architect and 

designer Eileen Gray, whose uncompromising vision defined and defied the practice of 

modernism in decoration, design and architecture.  Making a reputation with her 

traditional lacquer work in the first decade of the 20th century, she became a critically 

acclaimed and sought after designer and decorator in the next, before reinventing herself 

as an architect – a field in which she laboured largely in obscurity.   

 

Apart from the accolades that greeted her first building – persistently and perversely 

credited to her mentor, Le Corbusier – her pioneering work was done quietly, privately 

and to her own specifications.  But she lived long enough (98) to be re-discovered and 

acclaimed.  Today, with her work commanding extraordinary prices and attention, her 

legacy, like its creator, remains elusive, contested and compelling. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

DIRECTOR’S STATEMENT 

By Marco Antonio Orsini 

 

As a documentary filmmaker, I have never been presented with such an 

extraordinarily well-timed opportunity such as visit the subject of Eileen Gray. When 

Mary McGuckian approached me with the amount of research done thus far on her 

feature film The Price of Desire, based on Eileen Gray’s turbulent relationship with Jean 

Badovici and the Le Corbusier, I had no choice but to take advantage of being able to 

create such an important piece of work. 

In the last few years, there have been two serious retrospectives on Eileen Gray’s 

work: first, at the Pompidou in Paris, and second at the Irish Museum of Modern Art 

(IMMA) in Dublin. Both were extended due to the phenomenal worldwide response to 

the exhibition. Over a hundred thousand people walked through the doors of the 

Pompidou in 2013 to take in the exhibition. 

With the freedom to film the exhibits brought together at both museums as well as 

exceptional access to the National Museum of Ireland, I have been able to amass details 

of Eileen Gray’s collection never before seen on film, and arguably impossible to access 

so easily ever again. Because of the filming of the narrative feature at e1027, I was able 

to film the villa in Roquebrune-Cap-Martin as Eileen Gray had designed it prior to Le 

Corbusier murals. This also will never be seen or captured on film again as the villa is 

being restored to this day with the murals screaming their presence on every wall. 

Not only was I able to film most of her work before it was returned to its 

collectors, I have had the opportunity to visit and interview all of the world’s experts in 

the many fields the work of Eileen Gray spans, all of whom agreed to share on camera 

their thoughts on the woman, her life, her works, her design and her architectural 

influence. These experts include Philippe Garner from Christies, Joseph Rykwert who 

wrote the original essay titled Two Houses by Eileen Gray (the first publication about her 

work after Le Corbusier’s book Des Canons), Caroline Constant who wrote several 

books and essays on Eileen Gray, and Zeev Aram who holds the world-wide production 

and distribution license for most of Eileen Gray’s furniture pieces. 

The capacity to capture the exceptional detail of her pieces was a function of the 

shooting style. By filming on a Canon 5D and using a macro 100mm lens, I was able to 

capture the tiniest of details including the different types of screws and hinges she 



 

developed to assemble her furniture. To be blunt, I don’t know of any other documentary 

film being made to today or in the future on Eileen Gray which could or would hope to 

realise the vast scope of access assembled by this production to date. 

 

ABOUT THE DIRECTOR 

 

MARCO ANTONIO ORSINI is an award-winning writer, director and producer 

of film & television. Starting in 1995, Marco produced and directed live and taped 

programming for English and Spanish language cable television networks (Sony, WB, 

Fox Family, Telemundo and Pax) before moving into narrative and documentary 

filmmaking.  His work has screened at Tribeca and Sundance, among other festivals.  

 

 

 



 

#EileenGrayProject 
ABOUT THE #EILEENGRAYPROJECT 

 

‘More than a movie, more of a movement’ says Mary McGuckian about the way in which 

the many worlds of Eileen Gray contribute to this project. Indeed, The Price of Desire 

and Gray Matters exist as just two parts of the #EileenGrayProject, an ambitious and 

multi-faceted celebration of Gray’s life and work. Additional elements of the project are 

detailed below.  

 

EILEEN GRAY: HER WORK AND HER WORLD 

by Dr Jennifer Goff PhD 

National Museum of Ireland’s curator, Dr Jennifer Goff’s definitive and revisionary 

biography Eileen Gray: Her Work and Her World, published by Irish Academic Press 

and available internationally.  

Website: http://irishacademicpress.ie/product/eileen-gray-her-work-and-her-world/ 

Contact: conor.graham@iap.ie  

 

EILEEN GRAY EXHIBITIONS 

Le Centre Pompidou in association with the National Museum of Ireland 

The Pompidou’s Eileen Gray exhibition will travel to the Bard Graduate Center Gallery 

in New York and other venues across 2016. 

Contact: stritzler@bgc.bard.edu  

 

THE EILEEN GRAY PROJECT PORTRAITS 

by Julian Lennon and published by Stoney Road Press 

A curated selection of stills by Julian Lennon of the characters from The Price of Desire, 

published in a limited edition box set.  

Website: http://www.stoneyroadpress.com/artists/julian-lennon/ 

Contact: mail@stoneyroadpress.com  

 



 

 

ORIGINAL SOUNDTRACK 

by Brian Byrne featuring Alanis Morissette 

The soundtrack album of Golden Globe®-nominated composer Brian Byrne’s original 

score for both films, featuring a single cut of Alanis Morissette’s rendition of Marisa 

Damia’s classic song ‘On Danse A La Villette’. 

Contact: vincent@just-temptation.com  

 

ARCHITECTONIC EVENTS 

Eileen Gray’s original villa e1027, Maison Bord de Mer was finally opened to the public 

on May 1st 2015. A limited series of exact-replica, fully furnished, turnkey modular 

villas are soon to commence construction and installation. 

Website: http://www.capmoderne.com  

Contact: contact@capmoderne.com  

 

E1027: A VIRTUAL EXPERIENCE 

by Iglu Media 

E1027 is a supernatural love story, told as a first person video game. With a focus on 

exploration, the player will uncover the mystery of the villa by the sea; of what dark 

events have taken place inside this unique house over the decades and what message the 

spirit that remains in the house is resolute to communicate.  

 

The game explores the universal human emotions of greed, jealousy, and love that 

connect us all. Fragments of story are uncovered when exploring the various rooms, as 

the house shifts between three distinct periods. 

 

An interactive non-fiction game for PC and iPad that pushes the emotional boundaries of 

narrative experience with the vivid tale of Eileen Gray’s pioneering architectural work, 

e1027.  

Website: http://www.e1027game.com/ 

Contact: jonny@iglumedia.co.uk  


